9° Circle Wedge Ideas

You have the most innovative rulers ever invented for quilters….These wedge designs can make whole circles or half circles or quarter circles – but they also make “just assorted fans”…which can float and mingle on a quilt like delicate Asian fan collection…!

The 9 Degree Circle Wedge Rulers actually come in 5 sizes from miniature to king. Each size has 20 very different patterns, or wedge designs provided.

Consider using assorted fans as elements of a delightful garden – making different fans into flowers, or butterflies or bird wings! Check out some of Marilyn’s quilts that have done just that…or look up information about her many classes, including Instant Garden, Just Add Fabric! How about Critters Galore…using the fan wedges to make caterpillars, snails, dinosaurs, bumblebees, bats, dragonflies and more!!!! These pages show you some of the wedge designs in full circles, which are perfect for Christmas Trees. Notice the very traditional sets that are possible by having (1) full circle in the center and ¼ fans in the corners…a perfect Sampler!

The designs and sets featuring the fans and wedges are endless, as is the fun and creativity when using them! Join Marilyn’s Fan-tastic Fan Club…every month she features (1) of the techniques and show different fabric choices as well as how she and her students around the world are using them to make not only quilts and garments but household table toppers, purses and more!

Marilyn has her own Artist Retreat Center for decadent, weeklong quilting seminars…she just purchased and remodeled it. Visit her online to see the specialty “themed” bedrooms and amenities….she now lives year round at her Inn situated in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains, in Tryon North Carolina.

All of Marilyn’s products are available on her web at www.dohenypublications.com

For more information on Retreats visit: General Retreat Information or Retreat Dates

Marilyn’s Melrose Inn – Artist Retreat Center can be seen at www.melrose-inn.com

We look forward to hearing from you and seeing you at one of our specialty retreats….remember, “If you are not having fun, then you are not doing it right”, which is Marilyn’s class (and life) motto!

Sincerely,

Marilyn Doheny
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BLAZING FINGERS

CHEVRON

PLEATED & FLUTED

DOUBLE INVERTED CHEVRONS
This elaborate fan uses chevron wedges for most of the fan and only blaze left and blaze right at the edge of the fan.
These beautiful arrangements or “sets” can be created using any of the 20 different Circle Wedge Sytles or combinations of styles. We would love to see your photographs of your creative efforts! Your quilt may be selected to be professionally photographed for publication. Send your photos to:

Doheny Publications 55 Melrose Ave, Tryon NC 28782 info@dohenybooks.com 828-859-0234

Visit our website at www.dohenybooks.com